
History Museums & Historic Houses
Individual alarms that protect historically  
accurate displays

Increased Accessibility, Lower Vulnerability
“As a result of our Art Guard MAP installation, we were able 
to open a room to the public that has been roped off for over 40 
years. I would recommend MAP to any museum.”

World Renowned Museum
in New England

History museums and historic houses face unique  
challenges with balancing accessibility and security – 
exhibiting objects with historic authenticity while pro-
tecting those same works from theft. Art Guard alarms 
provide an independent layer of security that invisibly 
protects even very small objects, such as a fountain pen 
on a library desk. Objects that have been displayed be-
hind glass or at a distance may now be experienced 
in their original historical context. As a result of install-
ing Art Guard MAP, a number of museums have opened 
to public access many rooms that have been roped off 
for years. 

For more information contact: Bill Anderson at 
(212) 989-1594  or visit us at www.artguard.net

Safeguarding Historical Collections
“We were concerned about the vulnerability of 
pieces in one of the most prominent rooms in the 
museum. Art Guard’s MAP has given both security             
and the conservators a real sense of comfort that no 
other security product has been able to.” 
Jack Quigley, Director of Security, Morgan Library, NYC

A museum theft means more than the loss of an object: 
it affects the value of the collection as a whole, as well 
as the museum’s reputation for stewardship. Increasing-
ly, art thefts are occurring during visiting hours, when 
nighttime security is off. Best practices in museum  
security recommend the use of multiple, independent 
layers of security. Art Guard object-specific alarms can 
close the door on theft by providing 24/7 protection. 

Go Beyond Conventional Security Solutions
“We installed Art Guard MAP on pieces that are exposed to 
traffic and without another means of protection. MAP has 
thankfully taken our mind off  the theft factor for these items.”

Pennsylvania Historic Museum  
in the National Park Service

Museum security experts recommend a dedicated 
system to prevent art theft. Art Guard alarms are the 
most targeted anti-theft devices on the market and 
add a critical layer of security. Art Guard alarms:
•  Apply protection directly to the object
•  May reduce the need for continual guard supervision 
•  Provide a closer and more memorable experience for 

the viewer

Affordable, Scalable, Dedicated 
Designed for precise protection, scalability and 
ease-of-use, Art Guard products are also the most 
affordable object-specific alarm systems for both 
capital investment and life cycle costs. They can be 
used on just a few vulnerable objects, as an added layer 
of protection for works on loan, or to alarm entire 
rooms. No other product approaches the precision, 
flexibility and scalability of Art Guard. 


